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SUMMARY 

The knowiedge of road network conditions plays a centrai role 
in pianning the maintenance and rehabilitation of roads. Re-
sources shouid be appiied in such a way that roads remain in 

the best possible condition. In this article my aim is to de-

termine the necessity of information about road conditions for 
Finland's pavement management system (PMS). We found that the 

data coiiection planned for this PMS creates a good basis for 

ali research on road conditions. 

The pavement management system contains three hierarchical mo-

deis; long and short term modeis for network ievei optimization 

and a project levei model. In the network ievei models roads 

have been divided into categories according to traffic, region, 

bearing capacity, defects, rutting and roughness. In the opti-

mization modeis we had to specify the condition change between 

these categories, the effects of actions or treatments on con-

dition and the relation between road user costs and road condi-

tion. On the project level we concentrated on the condition of 

each road and possibie changes. 

Äijö and Miettinen (1987) carrled out separate research concer-

ning the effects of treatments (based on the Delphi technique). 

The road user costs in relation to road condition are based on 

"User Costs in Road Traffic" by Finiand's Roads and Waterways 

Administratjon (1988). 

This article deais with the evaluation of changes in road con-

dition and the required coiiection of data. The first section 

concentrates on the condition varlabies for network level mo- 
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deis and a study of the mode]. types. This is followed by a 

description of the data collection programine and the prelimina-

ry results. 

The results indicate that only with appropriate experimental 

design using random sampling can valid condition inodeis for 

road networks be guaranteed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An integrated system for pavement management (PMS) is under de-

velopment in Finland's Roads and Waterways Administration (De-

sign of the TVH Highway Investment Progranuning System, CSI 

1986, Optimization Techniques for Planning Highway Improve-
ments, CSI 1987, Thompson et al., 1987). It contains three le-
veis which are presented in figure 1. 

Figure 1: The structure of Finland's pavement management system 
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Long and short term modeis are tools used at the network level. 

The former Is used to determine the best condition for roads 

while the latter gives the annual treatment distributions that 

lead most economically to the target. The project level system 

assists engineers in choosing the projects with the aid of 
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short term recoinmendations and road condition data. For asphalt 

concrete roads the prototypes for network level modeis have 

been compieted and those at the project level are near comple-

tion. Modeis for oli gravel and gravel roads are being develo-
ped. 

The optimizatlon at the network ievei is based on the Markov 

chain, i.e. each year the condition of roads depends on the 

condition during the previous year and appiied treatments. This 

dependence is assumed to remain constant during any given pe-

riod. Within this modei the optimization Is achieved by linear 

programining. The optimum is achieved by minimizing total road 

user and treatment costs. By appiying the long and short term 

modeis we are abie to determine: 

a) the optimai condition distribution on roads 

b) maintainabie road network conditions with given budgets 
c) the cost of maintaining the desired condition level 

d) the cost and duration of attalning the desired condition 

level. 

In thls system the condition data piays a central role. At the 

network level the transition probabi].ities between condition 

categories must be defined whiie at the project level infor-

mation on the conditlon of each road and possibie changes du-

ring subsequent years is necessary. 

In additlon we need to know the connection between road condi-

tion and user costs and how treatments affect road condltions. 

The road data bank contains information that is measured at th-

ree to four year intervais. Both transition probabilities and 

evaluation of change In the condition of roads necessitate the 

coiiection of data during consecutive years. As it is impossib-

le to measure the whoie network every year, the transition pro-

babilities must be estimated using suitabie modeis based on 

random sampie data. 

The effects of road condition on user costs is currentiy being 

examined in RWA. We are aiready aware of the dependence on the 

scale "surface good-fair-poor" (User Costs in Road Traffic 
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1985) but better information will be available when road con-

dition and road user costs have been measured simultaneously. 

Measurements for the evaluation of treatment effects have be-

gun, but the preliminary results are based on the Delphi inqui-

ry (Äljö, 1988). 

There are two main types of statistical model. One determines 

which factors cause changes in road condition (causal modeis), 

the other indicates how road conditions will change (prediction 

models). These model types serve different purposes even though 

they may have similar explanatory (prediction) variables. 

In the pavement management system we need to adopt prediction 

models. Prediction variables must be chosen from among data 

that can either be predicted or controlled. 

Nevertheless, different types of modeis are needed at network 

and project levels. In the long and short term network level 

modeis it is sufficient to know the transition probabilities 

between condition categories. Meanwhile, at the project level 

it is necessary to predict the amount of change in condition 

variabies. 

This article concentrates on describing both network and pro-

ject level condition modeis, their estimation and data collec-

tion. We begin with condition variabies chosen for the asphalt 

concrete PMS, their classification and the structure of transi-

tions between them. This structure is similar to the oil gravel 

system. However, the gravel system will slightly differ as some 

of the grave]. road condition variabies are liable to change. 

Sections 2 and 3 discuss the different model types at network 

and project levels followed by data collection iri section 4. 

Finally, the preliminary results for network level transition 

probabilities can be fourid in the last section. 



1. CONDITION VARIABLES AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION FOR THE ASPHALT 

CONCRETE MODEL 

A selectiort of condition variabies for Finlanc asphalt co. 

rete roads has been investlgated by factor analysis (Talvitie 

and Olsonen, 1988), which included clusters of road, traffic 

and condition data. It was found that asphalt concrete roads 

can be described using the factors "rutting", "geometry", "de-

fects", "bearing capacity", "traffic" and "road width". Data on 

roughness was not available, but the variables left outside 

these factors were known from experience to correlate strongly 

with roughness. On the basis of these results we decided to 

choose bearing capacity, defects, ruttlng and roughness as con-

dition variabies for the asphalt concrete model. Factor analy-

sis also provided strong grounds for leaving out geometry and 

road width because they made up their own factors and thus 

could be supposed to be independent of the chosen condition va-

riables. 

The optimization system based on the Markov model assumes that 

condition variabies are classified into categories which cannot 

be too numerous for computational reasons and iri order for a 

good understanding of the results. The achievement of good re-

sults necessitates sufficiently homogeneous categories so that 

the condition of roads can be adequately presented. These two 

factors restrict the amount of condition categories both from 

above and below. The effect of condition variables on the road 

standard is also heavily dependent on traffic volume and clima-

tic conditions, and thus it is necessary to divide the road 

network into these two categories. 
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In order to define the climatic regions we reviewed condition 

distribution between the 13 existing road districts in Finland. 

We discovered that the country can be roughly divided into two 

fairly homogeneous regions; southern Finland, where the roads 

are clear throughout the year, and northern Finland, where the 

roads are covered in snow in winter. 

On the basis of the condition distribution related to traffic 

volume roads were divided into three classes depending on traf-

fic volume, with cutpoints set at 1,500 and 6,000 ADT. 

Thus, we have six sub-networks for asphalt concrete roads that 

will be optimized separately, and the optimal budget allocation 

must be made after optimization (Optimization Technigues for 

Planning Highway Improvements, CSI 1986, pg.39). Ail subsequent 

road condition distributions will be assumed to be conditional 

on one of these six sub-networks. 

In order to define the classlficatjon of condition variabies we 

examined ranges, measuring accuracy and speed of change of each 

condition variable, and divided defects (V), rutting (U) and 

roughness (T) into three categories. Bearing capacity was di-

vided into five categories as it undergoes slow change and 

this, we hoped, was one way of including the time factor. Thus, 

we ended up with 135 condition states (5x3x3x3). 

As heavy traffic strains road structure more than light traf-
fic, cutpoints for bearing capacity depend on traffic volume 

cutpoints fo bearing 
capacity (MN/m 2 ) ^1500 

ADT 
1501-6000 >6000 

bearing capacity 	1 >230 >260 >330 
class 	2 201-230 241-260 311-330 

3 171-200 221-240 251-310 
4 141 - 170 201 -220 211 -250 
5 ^140 ^200 ^210 

Defects are measured as a proportion of road length. Combining 

different defect measurements (alligator, longitudinal and 

transverse cracking, patching, holes etc.) in a single dimen- 
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sion is problematic (e.g. Paterson, 1986). For the PMS system 

defects were defined as a weighted average of three defect ty-

pes: 

defects = 0.7 x a].ligator cracking 
+0.2 x longitudinal cracking 
+0.1 x patching (%). 

The range of this measure is 0 - 100%, and cutpoints are 0% and 

20%. 

Rutting is measured as maximal rut depth (mm) from surface le-

vei, and cutpoints are l3mni and l9mm. 

Roughness is measured elther as longitudinal unevenness 

(m/l000m) or as a subjective PSR value. The recomniended measure 

is the standardized IRI measure but because this system has not 

yet been adopted in Finland we used PSR with cutpoints at 2 and 

3.5. 

Transition probabilities depend on road treatments. Each treat-

ment required its own transition probabilities 

(2.1) 	p(Kt ^ i,Vt+i,Ut+i,Tt+iIKt,vt,ut,Tt). 

Each set of condition states in the transition probability mat-

rix (figure 2) contained the probability that from the condi-

tion state (Kt,Vt,Ut,Tt)  in year t the road changed to the con-

dition state (Kt+i,Vt+i,Ut+i,Tt+i)  in the foliowing year (t+1). 

The matrix has 135x135 celis. 

The matrix in figure 2 represents transitlon probabilities when 

roads are not improved. The probabilities beiow the diagonal 

can be set at zero because conditions are not improved if not-

hing is done to the road. If improvement measures have been ma-

de, the probabiilties over the diagonal can be set at zero. 
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Figure 2: Transitlon probability matrlx when road improvements 
are not made 	- 
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2. CONDITION MODELS FOR THE PROJECT LEVEL 

The project level PMS, or project analysis system (PAS), deals 

with road-by-road data. In the near future the road data bank 
will contain condition data needed for the PAS of each road. 
This data will not be collected every year, and in any case it 

is necessary to predict changes in future conditions. Thus, we 

have to construct modeis that describe the amount of condition 

change from one year to the next. 

If no improvements are made, the condition variabies defined in 

the preceding paragraph change accordingly (see figure 3). 

Figure 3: Condition variabies as function of time 
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The bearing capacity of a new road remains at the same level 

for a considerable time. After the deterioration begins the 

bearing capacity accelerates rapidly (Talvitie and Viren, 

1985). Surface defects are non-existent after road improve-

ments, but once they appear they will increase until the whole 

surface is defected (Paterson, 1986). Rutting begins imniediate-

ly after treatment and is usually more rapid in the early sta-

ges (Korhonen, 1985). Deterioration of roughness also begins 

directly after treatment and, depending on the speclfic featu-

res of the road in question, may be rapid (Road Condition and 

Level of Service, VTT 1985). 

As we shall have comparatively fresh condition measurements in 

the future, it will be worth exploitlng these when calculating 

predicted conditions. Thus, the models predict changes in con-

dition with time as foliows: 

conditiont = f(conditiont, other explanatory variabies), 

where conditiont is the change in condition from year t to 
year t+1 and conditiont is the condition in year t. The para-

metrjc model is different for different condition variabies. 

For example, a linear regression model with logarithinized va-

riabies may be suitable for rutting. 

There are no changes in defects for several years thus compli-

cating the definition of a model family for the whole process. 

Paterson (1986) suggests that the initiation of defects Is a 

separate process from the continuation of defects. This means 
that we need to estimate two different modeis for defects. The 
initiation of defects is a discrete process for which a suitab-
le survival model can be estimated, while because the continua-

tion of the defects is a continuous process it can be modelled 

using a more traditional model. The limited range of defects 

(0-100%) restricts the form of this model. 

In preliminary trials we noticed that the modeis we could esti-

mate with existing data were too inaccurate to be utilized in 

the PAS. We shall estimate these modeis once we have sufficient 

data, collected as described in section 4. 
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3. TRANSITION PROBABILITY MODELS 

To estimate transition probabilities we divided the probability 

(2.1) into a product of conditional probabilities 

(2.2) 	p(Kt + i , Vt+ i , Ut+ i , Tt + iIKt , vt , Ut,Tt) = 

p(Kt+iIKt,Vt,Ut,Tt) x 

P(Vt+iIKt,Vt,Ut,Tt,Kt+i) x 

P(Ut+iIKt,Vt,Ut,Tt,Kt+i,Vt ^ i) x 
p(T 	K FVtIUt,Tt,Kt+i,Vt+i,Ut+i). t+1 t 

In this way we can examine the probabilities for each condition 

variable separately. The division of the probability (2.1) can 

be made in any order. Our order reflects the time order of con-

dition variabies so that bearing capacity has the slowest chan-

ge while roughness is the most rapid. The formula (2.2) is only 

an identity, and the condition varia -  es that actually affect 

the probability wili be found once the modeis have been estima-

ted. The probabilities also depend on region and volume class 

but when we consider network level probabilities ali other exp-

lanatory variabies are irrelevant. 

The probabilities can be estimated in many ways. If the condi-

tion on ali roads is measured every year it is possible to cal-

culate the probabilities as proportions of road length that ha-

ve shifted from one condition class to another. 

The Arizona PMS uses a similar method (Way, Eisenberg and Kul-

karni, 1982) together with modeis that predlct charige in road 

conditions. Way, Eisenberg and Kulkarni predict the amount of 

condition variabies (change in defects and roughness) in any 

given year when the condition of the previous year is known. On 

the basis of these the condition distribution for the foliowing 
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year is calculated. A sound estimate of road conditions is ac-

qulred when the annual condition measurements cover the whole 

network and the modeis are exact and up-to-date. 

The probabilities (2.2) can also be estimated directly using 

suitable data collected during consecutive years. We can pre-

sent each of the conditional probabilities for defects, rutting 

and roughness as a submatrix: 

without treatment 

p(Mt^iIMt , ...) 	1 	3 

	

1 	p11 I'12  P13 

	

M 2 	0 	p22  p23  

	

t 3 	0 	0 	1 

with treatment 

p(Mt+lIMt,Ak,...) 	
1 Mti 

	

1 	1 	0 	0 

	

M 2 	p21  p22 0 t 	
3l 	32 

where M is any variable V, U or T and A is treatment. For bea-

ring capacity we are able to use analogous 5x5-matrices. 

Let us examine the first rnatrix more closely (the same examina-

tlons can also be applied for the second matrix and bearing ca-

pacity). For estimating figures Pjj  we need two modeis, one 
when we know that Mt=1  (the first row) and the other when we 
know that Mt=2  (the second row). 

In the second row the probabilities p 22  and p23  (p22  =l -p23) 
are binomially distributed. A suitable simple statistical model 

for this kind of response variable is a logistic regression mo- 
del 

log(p/(1-p)) = Po + P1X1 +PkCk ,  

where X1••,Xk are the explanatory variabies of the model and 

are unknown parameters which will be estimated. The 
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logistic regression model is one type of generalized linear mo-

del which is linear In parameters exactly like the usual linear 

regression model. There 13 a 1mk functlon between regressor 

variable (probability p) and the linear function of explanatory 

variabies which, in the case of the logistic model, covers the 

limited range (0-1) of p. More information on the theory of ge-

neralized linear modeis is available in McCullagh and Nelder's 

Generalized Linear Modeis (1983). 

In the first row where we have Mt=1,  the probabilities p 11 ,p12 
 and p13  are multinomially dlstributed. Once again we discover a 

suitable model among generalized linear modeis. Because the 

condition classes form an ordered group (M=1 is the best, M=2 
fair and M=3 the worst class), the suitable model is the so-

called ordinal loglstic regression model 

log(6/(l-O)) = 
	- ( o4 1x1+...+kxk), 

where j=1,2, 8 1 =p11 , 02 =p11 +p12 , variabies Xl1•Xk  are the 
explanatory variabies of the model and 	are unk- 

nown parameters. More information about this model is available 

in McCullagh and Neider (p. 103), in McCullagh's article 

(1980) and about the technique of estimatlon in the article by 

Ekholm, Green and Palmgren (1986). 

In estimating the probabilities (2.2) the relevant explanatory 

variables X11 ...,Xk for each condltlon variable are the variab-
les for which each condition variable is conditional (for ins-

tance explariatory variables for defects can be bearing capacity 

class Kt  and  Kt+i,  rutting class 	and roughness class Tt) 

and, naturally, traffic volume class and region. 

One suitable possibility for defect probabilities is the defect 

initiation model (Paterson and Chesher, 1986) presented in the 

previous section because the best class of defects is precisely 

roads with no defects. 
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4. DATA COLLECTION 

It has become evident in the above discussion that continuous 

condition data coiiection is necessary to estimate modeis and 

keep them up-to-date. 

In Finland there are approximately 15,000 km asphait concrete 

public roads making it impossible to measure them ali every 

year. Therefore, we need to choose an adequate number of roads 

that will be measured every year. The roads must be selected in 

such a way that ali condition class combinations are represen-

ted and the results can be generalized to concern the whole 

road network. The first requirement means that we must select 

an equai number of roads from each condition class combination 

whiie the second determines that we have to choose a random 

sample within each combination. 

In the PMS the asphalt concrete network has been divided into 

two regions and three traffic volume classes. The condition va-

riabies are bearing capacity, defects, rutting and roughness. 

To achieve the best possible estimate for each condition state 

(condition class combination) it must have equai weights in the 

sample. We have to choose the sample from the road data bank 

where we have information concerning region, traffic and bea-

ring capacity, but not yet on other condition variabies. 

The most efficient way to choose the sample is by factorial de-

sign, where as factors we seiected ali relevant variabies which 

were classified in the same way as in the PMS. In this way we 

arrived at the foliowing factors: region (2 leveis), volume 

ciass (3 leveis) and bearing capacity (5 leveis). For rutting, 

defects and roughness we had to find a substitute in the road 

data bank that expressed the variation In these condition va-

riabies. The most suitable would be the age of surface, for 

which we used four and nine years as cutpoints. These cutpoints 

were chosen so that the range of the logarithm of age was dlvi- 
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ded into three parts of equal length. These cutpoints give 

weight to younger surfaces which Is appropriate for the accura-

cy of rutting estimates as rutting proceeds linearly with the 

logarithm of surface. 

Thus we have an arrangement of 2x3x5x3 experimental rung as 

our factoriai design. We decided to measure a total of 1,500 

roads (each 1,000m in iength) which means 17 repetitions in 

each run. As we took a simple random sampie of 17 roads in each 

run we beiieved that the resuits could be generaiized so as o 

concern the whole asphait concrete network. 

Selection of a sample for asphalt concrete roads 

From the road data bank we aggregated a f lie of road sections, 

homogeneous with respect to factors. The data In this f lie was 

divided into 90 groups based on the foliowing factors; region, 

traffic volume, bearing capaclty and age of surface. Within 

these groups a simple random sample was taken, among road sec-

tions which were at least a thousand metres long. The road data 

bank of 1.1.1987 contains 9,984 homogeneous road sections that 
are at least one kilometre long and are dlstributed among the 

factors as demonstrated in table 1. 

In the traffic volume class "ADT more than 6,000" we dc not ha-

ve sufficlent data for 17 repetltlons In every bearing capacity 

class. Because we are measuring roads during several consecutl-

ve years and each road surface has varylng ages, we declded to 

include 50 roads In each bearing capaclty ciass. (See table 2 

for number of roads selected.) 

Condition data, bearing capaclty, defects, rutting and rough-

ness will be measured every year on these roads and the transi-

tion probabilities when no improvements are made will be esti-

mated on these. If any road undergoes treatment during the mea-

suring period, we shall lnclude it In the study and use the da-

ta whiie estimating probabiilties for treatments. 
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Table 1: Distrlbution of asphalt concrete roads (km), includlng only 
road sectlons over one kilometre 
region 	ADT b.cap. age of surface 

class ^3yrs 4-9yrs >9yrs sum 

south 	^1500 1 221 269 130 620 
2 62 157 42 261 
3 100 169 49 318 
4 62 202 58 322 
5 152 235 115 502 

sum 597 1032 394 2023 

1501- 1 1075 730 209 2014 
6000 2 190 129 30 349 

3 154 93 32 279 
4 82 76 39 197 
5 181 278 68 527 

sum 1682 1306 378 3366 

>6000 1 375 50 1 426 
2 39 5 1 45 
3 154 20 0 174 
4 40 10 0 50 
5 40 9 2 51 

sum 648 94 4 746 

north 	^1500 1 249 129 133 511 
2 152 139 63 354 
3 124 82 61 267 
4 130 24 49 203 
5 63 31 23 117 

sum 718 405 329 1452 

1501- 1 443 232 113 788 
6000 2 133 118 42 293 

3 158 141 31 330 
4 138 129 38 305 
5 160 230 82 472 

sum 1032 850 306 2188 

>6000 1 30 3 3 36 
2 31 0 0 31 
3 41 8 13 62 
4 39 6 1 46 
5 28 2 4 34 

sum 169 19 21 209 
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Table 2: Number of asphalt concrete roads measured 

region 	ADT b.cap. age of surface 
class ^3yrs 4-9yrs >9yrs sum 

south 	^1500 1 17 17 17 51 
2 17 17 17 51 
3 17 17 17 51 
4 17 17 17 51 
5 17 17 17 51 

sum 85 85 85 255 

1501- 1 17 17 17 51 
6000 2 17 17 17 51 

3 17 17 17 51 
4 17 17 17 51 
5 17 17 17 51 

sum 85 85 85 255 

>6000 1 17 32 1 50 
2 39 5 1 45 
3 30 20 0 50 
4 40 10 0 50 
5 40 9 2 51 

sum 166 76 4 246 

north 	^1500 1 17 17 17 51 
2 17 17 17 51 
3 17 17 17 51 
4 17 17 17 51 
5 17 17 17 51 

sum 85 85 85 255 

1501- 1 17 17 17 51 
6000 2 17 17 17 51 

3 17 17 17 51 
4 17 17 17 51 
5 17 17 17 51 

sum 85 85 85 255 

>6000 1 30 3 3 36 
2 31 0 0 31 
3 29 8 13 50 
4 39 6 1 46 
5 28 2 4 34 

sum 157 19 21 197 
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As the variability in condition data is considerabie, as has 

been demonstrated by past research, it is of utmost importance 

to minimize this. 

Study of the effects of treatments 

The effects of treatments wili be measured separately by choo-

sing the roads from the annual project pian every year. The 

treatments have been grouped in the PMS (we have seven groups 

in the asphalt concrete modei), and they ali require their own 

transition probabilities. From each group we randomly selected 

an adequate number of roads which are measured immediateiy 

prior to treatment and a year later. In ali iikeiihood this da-

ta should be measured during the course of severai years before 

we have enough information to estimate the probabiilties desc-

ribed in section 3. 

During the summer of 1988, about 30 roads in each treatment 

group were measured and this wili be repeated in the summer of 
1989. 

Correlationg with other condition research 

The experimentai design we chose made it possible to measure 

other factors connected with the PMS or road conditions in ge-

neral. For instance, in the sumxner of 1988 measurements for 

user cost (vehicle costs) were based on a sub-design of these 
roads. 

Division between regions, traffic volume, bearing capacity and 

pavement age, and random sampling within these sub-groupings 

ensure that we have reliabie data on the condition of the comp-

lete road network which is aiso appiicabie in other research. 

The measurement programine Is fairly extensive and costly, so it 

would be advantageous to utiiize this programme in other condi- 

tion studies. 



Corresponding measuring programxnes for oli gravel and gravel 

roads have been set in motion as well. Thus, ali the acqulred 

data will provide a truiy comprehensive knowiedge of road con-

ditions of the whole Finnish network. 



5. PRELIHINARY RESULTS FOR TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

WHEN ROAD CONDITIONS ARE NOT IMPROVED 

Because the data collection described in the previous chapter 

was begun as recently as in the summer of 1g88, the first mo-

deis were estimated using previous data. 

Data on bearing capacity can be found in the road data bank, 

but no information exists concerning change in bearing capaci-
ty. 

The Technical Research Centre of Finland has measured rutting 

and defects annually from 1982 (see e.g. Condition of Asphalt 

Concrete Roads in 1985, VTT 1986). The data collected during 

1982-1985 was based on 3,560 km of roads that contained data 

both on rutting and defects for two consecutive years. These 

were combined with information from the road data bank which 

was divided into 2,708 homogeneous road sections. 

Roughness data was collected separately in 1979-1983 on 26 

roads. Each road was ca. three km long (Road Condition and Le- 

vei of Service, VTT 1985), and the units used were cm/km and 

PSR. In addition, rutting and defects were observed, but the 

rutting data was insignificant and the defects were measured in 

square metres. 
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Transition probabilities for bearing capacity 

As data of changes in bearing capacity was not availabie, we 

had to estimate these probabilities using different methods to 

those adopted previously. We presumed that bearing capacity 

changes so slowly that any shift in condition class is restric-

ted to a move into ar. djacent class, and therefore we needed 

to only estimate prob. .)ilitles p(Kt
^i=j+lIKt=j), where 

j =1, 2, 3, 4. 

The estimation proceeded as foliows: 

We have models for bearing capacity as a function of the ESAL 

count and other expianatory variabies (Talvitie Ja Viren, 

1985). These are used to calculate bearing capacity for future 

years for each road. Traffic is supposed to grow according to 

RWA's traffic forecast (Predictions for Traffic and Car Volume 

for 1986-2010). 

We began with 1985 and divided the six reglon-traffic volume 

classes into five bearing capacity classes. Then we calcuiated 

the number of kilometres which would shift to a lower class du-

ring 2001-2010. We were forced to choose such remote years be-

cause of the slow changes in bearing capacity. Otherwise, we 

would not have acquired positive probabilities for ali classes. 

When we assume that the transition probability for one year (p) 

is the same for the whoie period, we can caiculate it from the 

probability for several years (n) with the formula 

p = 1 - (1 - 
	 1 /n 

These probabilities were calculated within each 30 region-traf-

fic volume-bearing capacity class using as p the quotas that 

had shifted by a class until the years 2001-2010. The means and 

standard deviations of these probabilities are found in table 

3. 

Standard deviations are so small (except in the first case) 

that we may consider them to be satisfactory for bearing capa-

city transition probabilities for the present. 



Table 3: Transition probabilities for bearing capacity 

p(Kt+ iIKt ) 
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region ADT 	bearing cap. 	mean 	standard 
class 	 dev. 

south 	^1500 
	

1 	.00048 	.00043 
2 	.00153 	.00016 
3 	.00223 	.00022 
4 	.00184 	.00087 

1501-6000 
	

1 	.00289 	.00075 
2 	.01278 	.00072 
3 	.01595 	.00131 
4 	.02002 	.00233 

>6000 
	

1 	.00417 	.00089 
2 	.02718 	.01432 
3 	.01597 	.00315 
4 	.02960 	.01343 

north 	^1500 

1501- 6000 

1 .00037 .00017 
2 .00046 .00020 
3 .00036 .00017 
4 .00043 .00003 

1 .00218 .00042 
2 .00728 .00140 
3 .00482 .00147 
4 .00649 .00163 

1 .00779 .00419 
2 .06627 .02809 
3 .01920 .00370 
4 .03096 .00619 
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Transition probabilities for defects, rutting and roughness 

Because some of the data concerning rutting, defects and rough-

ness was acquired over consecutive years, we estimated the pre-

liminary modeis for these condition variabies, as described in 

section 3. On average, the transitions were as foliows: 

Table 4: Transitions between -ondition states as averages (%) 

defects 

V 	1 
2 
3 

rutting 

U 	1 
2 
3 

roughness 

Tt 	1 
2 
3 

2 	3 

57.5 	41.3 	1.2 
O 	92.0 	8.0 
O 	0 	100 

2 3 

87.9 11.6 0.5 
O 88.7 11.3 
O 0 100 

2 3 

20.9 79.1 0.0 
O 96.5 3.5 
0 0 100 

The attempt to estimate a generalized linear mode]. with this 

data did not succeed as we had anticipated. We were unable to 

obtain ordinal logistic regression modeis because of an insuf-

ficient number of observations in the cells Mt+i=3IMt=1.  We we-

re forced to estimate these probabilities as averages. 
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The first estimates for transition probabilities 

We tried logistic regression modeis for probabilities 

P(Mt+i=2IMt=1) and  P(Mt+i=3IMt=2),  M=V, U or T. Results are 

presented below. Notation p = logit(x) means that log(1/(1-p)) 

= x. The figures in parentheses represent "coefficient/its de-

viation" which expresses the precision of the coefficient. Fi-

gure n is the number of observations and 2 is analogous to 

the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) in linear regression. 

Estimates for defects: 

1) p(Vt+i=2IVt=1,Kt,Ut,Tt ,K 11 region,ADT) 

= logit(-.205 - .638 ADT3), 
(3.7) 
	

(5.0) 

where 	
Co 	when ADT ̂  6000 

ADT3 = 1 
1 1 	when ADT > 6000. 

There were n=1709 observations and s 2=1.1%. Transition proba-
bilities calculated with this model are 

ADT 	^6000 >6000 

p(Vt+i=2IVt=1,ADT) .449 	.301 

2) 

= logit(-1.45 - 1.58 ADT2 - 2.28 ADT3), 
(8.7) 	(6.3) 	(3.1) 

where ADT3 is the same as before and 

(0 	when ADT ̂  1500 or ADT > 6000 
ADT2 = 

L1 	when 1500 < ADT ̂  6000. 

The statistic 	has the value 8.5%, n=949 and the probabili- 

ties are 
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ADT 	^1500 	1501-6000 	>6000 

p(Vt+i=3IVt=2,ADT) 	.190 	.046 	.023 

Estimates for rutting: 

1) 

= logit(-3.80 - .992 region + .694 V. 2  + 2.23 V. 3  
(13.1) 	(6.1) 	 (4.8) 	 (4.8) 

+1.76 ADT2 + 2.19 ADT3), 
(6.5) 	 (7.1) 

where ADT2 and ADT3 are the same as before, region is =0 in 

southern Finland and =1 in northern Finland, and when 1=2,3, 

(lwhenv =i 
vti= 	

t 

L 0 otherwlse. 

The statlstic 	has the value 8.3%, n=2411 and the probabili- 

ties are 

p(Ut+ i=2  IU= 1  , V, region, ADT) 

region 	V. ADT 
^1500 

class 
1501-6000 >6000 

south 	1 .022 .115 .167 
2 .043 .207 .286 
3 .173 .549 .651 

north 	1 .008 .046 .069 
2 .016 .088 .129 
3 .072 .311 .409 

2) 

= logit(-2.33 + 1.39 ADT3), 
(10.0) 	(3.0) 
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where Q)2 =4.5% and n=259. The probabilities are 

ADT clase 	^6000 >6000 

p(Ut+i=3IUt=2,ADT) 	.089 	.283 

We were unable to acquire any modeis for roughness probabili.-

ties that would have described connections between transition 

probabilites and other condition variabies, region or traffic 

classes. 

Some criticism 

Results of this first round were poor. The modeis expiained ve-

ry little about the variation in transitions. We therefore 

conciuded that with the above data we are unable to acquire re-

liable modeis for transition probabilities. 

Another possibility was to calculate the probabilities directly 

as average percentages from tabies that have been divided ac-

cording to those varlabies that seem to affect the probabili-

ties. In this way we acquired uneven and partly iliogical re-

sults as the data did not cover ali condition class combina-

tions. 

In spite of these weaknesses, the explanatory variabies in the 

above results had coefficients that were statistically signif 1-

cant and logical. Thus, we used these probabiilties to test the 

long term optimization programme and discovered that the opti-

mum was attained merely by chance. We concluded that this was 

because the probabilities changed mainly according to traffic 

volume. Success in optimization demands more variation between 

condition classes particuiarly within each region-traffic mo-

del. 

We concluded that as we had the values of the observations in 

the data (in previous estimations we used classes), it would be 



possible to obtain more sensitive modeis by using the values of 

explanatory variabies instead of their classes. 

Calculating the transition probability estimates for each con-

dition state with the aid of these modeis was more problematic 

than with the earlier mode].s (pgs 25-27) which provided them 

directly owing to the fact that the values of explanatory va-

riabies in each combination of condition class had to be def i-

ned. However, generalization of the available data was not pos-

sible because it was not collected randomly. We presumed that 

we would obtain the probabii.ities from these new modeis by 

using figures calculated from the complete data. The estimates 

acquired using this method were as accurate as those in the mo-

deis of the first round. 

The second estimates for transition probabilities 

Using the values of explanatory variabies instead of thelr 

classes produced a resuit in the desired direction. In most of 

the new modeis we used bearing capacity as a new explanatory 

variable. Optimization of the network level modeis was conside-

rably more successful. 

Below, the secorid round results are briefly presented for de-

fects, rutting and roughness. 

Estimates for defects 

1) 	p(Vt+i= 2 IVt= 1 ) = 

logit(2.98 - .418 log(ADT) + .00221 age of surface *Ut ) 
(5.1) 	(5.9) 	 (2.0) 

= 1.8% ja n = 1709 



Table 5: Estimates for defect probabilities p(Vt+i=2IVt=1) 

ADT 
^1500 1501-6000 	>6000 

U 	^ 13 t .558 .443 .319 
14-19 .600 .486 .358 
>19 .618 .505 .375 

	

2) 	p(Vt^i=3 IVt = 2 ) = 

logit(6.58 - 1.14 log(ADT) - .00179 Kt) 

	

(4.5) 	(5.5) 	 (1.0) 

= 7.8 ja n = 949 

Table 6: Estimates for probabilities p(Vt
^i=3IVt=2) 

ADT 
^ 1500 	1501-6000 	>6000 

K 	1 	.145 	.046 	.011 

	

2 	.169 	.055 	.013 

	

3 	.173 	.056 	.014 

	

4 	.181 	.059 	.015 

	

5 	.196 	.065 	.016 

Estimates for rutting 

	

1) 	p(Ut+ i= 2 1Ut= 1 ) = 

logit(-8.49 + .891 log(ADT) - .00171 Kt 

	

(11.1) 	(9.0) 	 (2.3) 

- .938 region+.048 Vt) 
(5.7) 	 (4.1) 

region = 0 in southern region, elsewhere = 1 
= 8.2% ja n = 2411 
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Table 7: Estimates for probabilities p(Ut+i=2IUt=1) 

ADT 	bear.cap. 
south 

1 

0 
V. 

1-20 >20 

.047 	.053 .171 
2 .055 .062 .196 

^1500 3 .057 .064 .202 
4 .060 .067 .211 
5 .065 .073 .226 

1 .117 .130 .357 
2 .136 .151 .397 

1501-6000 3 .139 .154 .404 
4 .145 .161 .417 
5 .157 .174 .439 

1 .291 .316 .632 
2 .327 .355 .671 

>6000 3 .333 .361 .677 
4 .345 .373 .689 
5 .366 .395 .708 

north 

1 .019 .021 .075 
2 .022 .025 .088 

^1500 3 .023 .026 .090 
4 .024 .027 .095 
5 .027 .030 .103 

1 .049 .055 .178 
2 .058 .065 .205 

1501-6000 3 .059 .067 .210 
4 .062 .070 .219 
5 .068 .076 .234 

1 .138 .153 .402 
2 .160 .177 .444 

>6000 3 .164 .181 .451 
4 .171 .189 .464 
5 .184 .203 .487 

2) 	p(Ut^ i=3 1Ut= 2) = 

logit(-17.4 + 1.961og(ADT) 
- . 003534Kt) 

(4.7) 	 (4.3) 	 (1.2) 

= 11.4% ja n = 259 



Table 8: Estimates for probabilities p(Ut+i=31Ut=2) 

ADT 
bear.cap. 	^1500 	1501-6000 >6000 

1 .005 .044 .358 
2 .008 .062 .443 
3 .008 .066 .457 
4 .009 .073 .485 
5 .011 .086 .531 

Roughness 

p(Tt ^ i= 3 ITt= 2, Kt , vt , Ut , Kt + i , vt+i,ut +i) = 

logit(1.46 - .0241 Kt) 
(1.0) 	 (2.4) 

= 42% ja n = 26 

Table 9: Estimates for probabilities p(Tt+i=3ITt=2,Kt) 

bear.cap. 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

p(Tt +i=3 ITt= 2, Kt) 	.001 	.015 	.022 	.050 	.122 

For probabilities p(Tt + i= 2 ITt = 1 ) we were unable to find any mo-

del mainly because of the small amount of data. The estimated 

average was .791. 

The above results appeared logical and applicable but they ne-

vertheless have several drawbacks. The lack of data concerning 

roughness is obvious in the results of network level modeis. 

The user costs depend mostly on roughness and their magnitude 

dominates the optimization, so that accurate estimation of 

roughness probabilities is very important. 

Bearing capacity is used as an explanatory variable in most of 

the above modeis, but its coefficient is frequently fairly 

inaccurate. In future years, when we have observations which 

have been measured simultaneously at the same points they are 

likely to produce better models. 

31 
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The third estimates for transition probabilities 

The results of the second round presented above are currently 

being used in the network level modeis for asphalt concrete. As 

we have noticed, these estimates are calculated using data 

which has not been specifically collected for this purpose. 

They are therefore strictly speaking not suitable, but formed 

the best data available to us. 

The measuring programme described in chapter 4 was not begun 

until sumnier 1988. According to current plans, in the autumn 

of 1990 we should have data from two consecutive years thus 

enabling us to estimate new modeis. For bearing capacity this 

may be too a short a period in which to come up with adequate 

results as changes are slow, but for other condition variabies 

we can expect far more reliable results. 
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